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	500 Poses for Photographing Brides: A Visual Sourcebook for Professional Digital Wedding Photographers, 9781584282723 (158428272X), Amherst Media, 2010

	Determining the best way to pose a subject—a way that
	is simultaneously flattering, appropriate, and visually
	appealing—can be one of the biggest challenges in designing
	a successful portrait. This is especially true when creating
	portraits of brides, where the photographer may be called
	on to create anything from a very traditional head-andshoulders
	pose to a more adventurous full-length look
	straight out of the pages of a fashion magazine. Quite simply,
	the variations are almost limitless—as is the pressure to perform
	flawlessly throughout this once-in-a-lifetime event.


	This collection is a visual sourcebook designed to address
	exactly that problem. Filled with images by some of the
	world’s most accomplished wedding photographers, it provides
	a resource for professionals seeking inspiration for their
	own work. Stuck on what to do with a particular bride or
	unsure how to make use of a location? Flip through the sample
	portraits, pick something you like, then adapt it as
	needed to suit your tastes. Looking to spice up your work
	with some new poses? Find a sample that appeals to you and
	look for ways to implement it (or some element of it) with
	one of your brides.


	For ease of use, the portraits are grouped according to
	how much of the subject is shown in the frame. Thus, the
	book begins with head-and-shoulders portraits. Next are
	waist-up portraits, featuring images that include the head
	and shoulders, arms and hands, and at least some of the subject’s
	torso.Moving on to three-quarter-length portraits, the
	examples feature subjects shown from the head down to
	mid-thigh or mid-calf. The balance of the book features fulllength
	images—the most complex portraits to pose because
	they include the entire body. Both the three-quarter- and
	full-length portraits are additionally subdivided into poses
	for standing subjects, seated subjects, and reclining subjects.


	As much as possible, images are also grouped thematically
	to demonstrate poses for photographing the bride with her
	bouquet, displaying her rings, showing the back of the dress,
	etc. In these subgroupings, it becomes particularly obvious
	how even subtle posing changes can completely transform
	an image—and how differently photographers can approach
	the creative process of posing.


	It can be difficult to remain creative day after day, year
	after year, but sometimes all you need to break through a
	slump is a little spark. In this book, you’ll find a plethora of
	images designed to provide just that.
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Beyond Technical Analysis: How to Develop and Implement a Winning Trading System (Wiley Finance)John Wiley & Sons, 2001
Unique book/disk package helps traders develop and forward-test a high-performance trading system
In trading, a winning system is everything. Without a systematized methodology on which to base their actions, traders quickly succumb to market fear and confusion and watch helplessly as precious profits vanish. And while it is theoretically...


		

Advanced Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 (Mps)Microsoft Press, 1998
When we originally approached Microsoft Press with the idea of writing an advanced  Visual Basic book that was a bit different from the rest, we wondered what  reaction we'd get. We were particularly keen on incorporating three features: 

	The book was to be a focused collection of the writings and opinions of many individuals....



		

Concepts in Genetic MedicineJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	This book delivers a collection of organized and succinct reviews in the field of therapeutic genetic medicine presented by a carefully selected group of top experts. Each chapter focuses on a single, current topic and explains issues in the development of genetic treatments, critical challenges and strategies for implementing them, and...





	

Exact Exponential Algorithms (Texts in Theoretical Computer Science. An EATCS Series)Springer, 2010

	For a long time computer scientists have distinguished between fast and slow algorithms. Fast (or good) algorithms are the algorithms that run in polynomial time, which means that the number of steps required for the algorithm to solve a problem is bounded by some polynomial in the length of the input. All other algorithms are slow (or bad)....


		

TYPO3 TemplatesPackt Publishing, 2010

	The template systems in TYPO3 make it one of the most powerful content management systems available today, but they seem too complex for many users. Site developers, who are able to learn how to use them efficiently, can build more extensible sites quicker and more customized for their users.


	This book is a step-by-step guide for...


		

Conservation of Leather and Related Materials (Conservation and Museology)Butterworth-Heinemann, 2005
An essential addition to the collection of anyone working with leather or associated materials     

       The conservation of skin, leather and related materials is an area that, until now, has had little representation by the written word in book form. Marion Kite and Roy Thomson, of the Leather Conservation Centre, have prepared a...
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